FIRE!! MOSTRA - Conditions for film entry
24 th edition – 6 th to 16 th of June 2019
The FIRE!! Mostra is the first LGBT film festival in Spain: established in 1995 by Casal Lambda, in
Barcelona, it addresses affective diversity in its broadest sense through a careful selection of feature
films, documentaries and short films. A selection of art-house cinema and an educational
approach are its main characteristics.
Throughout two weeks at the beginning of June - mainly at the French Institute but also at other
different indoor or open-air venues in the city -, a wide range of public is invited to enjoy this Barcelona
cultural landmark, with stories and testimonials of free people, creators who break barriers and fighters
for human rights, all of whom help with love to build a fairer and freer world.
The festival's name is a tribute to the late 20s New York magazine of the same name, FIRE!! , led by
the black gay writer Richard Bruce Nugent, portrayed in one of the most iconic films of the festival,
Brother to Brother , which we screened a few years ago.
***
Categories: feature films, documentaries and short films.
Important: the film should not have been projected at least in Barcelona before the date of the
Mostra FIRE!!
The festival concedes three Honorary Awards, attributed by the festival directors:
- Best Feature Film
- Best Documentary Film
- Best Documentary Film
Deadline for the sending of the screeners: 1 st of March 2019
You can send them:
-

W ith a good resolution online link (Vimeo, etc.) sent to mostra@lambdaweb.org
Or you can use FILM FREEW AY or FESTHOME.

Please join the following information: Full title of the film, Category (feature, documentary or
short film), Name of the director, Year od releasing, Country, Duration, Original language, Languages of
subtitles available, Synopsis, Available formats for screenings, Name of the person responsible for
festivals in Spain, mail and telephone.
Copies formats for projections: 35mm, DCP, Blu-ray, Betacam, HDcam, etc. (no DVD).
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